
 

PLATFORM 

 

“United we stand, divided we fall. Let’s put an end to the infamous 

‘RU Screw.’ Because when thousands of students stand up and fight, 

they win.” 

-UnScrew RU 
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UnScrew RU Ticket Mission Statement 

 It’s time for a new government of the students, by the students, for the students. It’s 
time for a revolution to end the “RU Screw”. UnScrew RU aims to reform all of Rutgers 
University through a movement involving shared governance among students, in order to 
achieve important goals that may seem impossible at first, but are in fact doable. An 
affordable tuition is possible. Free online textbooks are possible. A student government 
taken seriously by the Board of Governors is possible.  

 Rutgers' annual In-State tuition is $14,633, but the actual cost of In-State 
attendance is $31,733 per year and the average annual student loan for all college 
students in 2016 was $37,172. A public higher education should not be this expensive. The 
Board of Governors keeps the entire budget a secret until it is time to vote on it in the 
Board of Governors meeting. Moreover, we have a Student Board of Governors 
representative that is not allowed to vote nor attend closed Board of Governors meetings. 
We at UnScrew RU believe that this secrecy is unfair to the students and that we need 
more transparency regarding how our hard-earned tuition dollars are being spent. 

 We must come together as a unified student body, now more than ever. We need a 
student government that truly represents us; a student government that works closely 
with student organizations and actively promotes the students' best interests. To fix 
affordability and transparency issues, UnScrew RU will collaborate with organizations 
that specialize in those fields, such as NJPIRG and RU One. To transform Rutgers-New 
Brunswick into an environment-friendly campus, UnScrew RU will strive to establish 
better relations with environmental protection agencies, such as Environment NJ and the 
Rutgers Sustainability Coalition, and work with them in crafting and implementing 
policies that will diminish the university’s impact on the environment.  

 

 Together, we can transform Rutgers University. In this movement we believe in one 
powerful thing: in people coming together, united and strong, in order to achieve things 
deemed impossible. It is time for Rutgers to become a university where the needs of 
students are put before shiny buildings and football helmets; a university with eco-
friendly policies; a university where mental health is prioritized and rape culture 
eliminated; and a university where safety is guaranteed. It is time for us, the students, to 
fight for the university that we deserve. Join us on our revolution. Let’s end the RU Screw. 
Together, we are unstoppable! 
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UnScrew RU Platform 

 

AFFORDABILITY 
●  Advocating for increased Pell Grant assistance and state funding. 

○  Over the past few years, RUSA has prided itself on advocating for increased 
grant funding both in Washington DC as well as Trenton. As the student 
government of The State University of New Jersey, we will continue to 
advocate for increased grant allocations as well as state funding to help our 
students pay for the education they deserve through lobbying efforts.  

 

●  Create a student-led mentoring program to encourage applying for scholarships 
○  The main reason why students aren’t receiving scholarships is because they 

simply do not apply. This program will aim to raise student awareness on 
different types of scholarships and will also encourage and assist students 
to apply. 

○  Upon its launch, we will share videos and blogs of students talking about 
their experience with this program. This video-series will serve as a Public 
Relations effort, detailing how students benefited from this program and 
encouraging others to join.  

●  Raise the minimum wage to $15 for all workers under Rutgers University 
○  Governor Phil Murphy is a one of the biggest advocates for a $15 minimum 

wage. We will work strongly as members of RUSA to lobby all New Jersey 
Representatives and Senators to support a $15 minimum wage bill.  

○  In the fiscal year 2014-2015, Rutgers’ Central Administration had $708 
million of unrestricted reserves. In the 2016-2017 fiscal year, the amount of 
the unrestricted reserves grew by 13.5%, increasing it to $804 million. The 
University defines the unrestricted reserves as funds made to “serve any 
lawful purpose.” 

○  President Robert Barchi, himself, said that raising the hourly pay to 
$14 would cost the University around $3.9 million. When compared to 
the University’s unrestricted reverses, that number is a rounding 
error. 

○  We will work to raise the minimum wage to $15 for all campus 
workers through deduction from the unrestricted reserves. 
Additionally, we will advocate for a full audit of the unrestricted 
reserves, in order to determine how best to allocate those funds 
within the university. 
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●  Textbooks 
○  Textbooks are one of the heaviest additional burdens that 

students face after tuition. The average Rutgers student pay an 
additional $200 on textbooks as compared to other-student 
counterparts.  UnScrew RU will work with the Department of 
Academic Affairs and Rutgers Libraries to create a free online 
textbook database that will allow Rutgers student to have access 
to course textbooks and library resources.  

●  Elimination of the Online Course Fee 
○  Rutgers University currently charges an additional $100 for each 

online class that a student takes. This cost does not include other 
costs such as supplemental learning management systems as 
well as textbooks. Members of our ticket have already been in 
contact with the Department of Academic Affairs in efforts to find 
a solution, or outsource the cost, to eliminate the online course 
fee.  

●  Researching iClicker Replacements 
○  Create an ad hoc committee dedicated to researching the 

feasibility of switching from iClickers to a free online-learning 
tool, such as “Kahoot.” 

●  Continue Resource Awareness 
○  Our University offers so many incredible free or discounted 

resources for students. We plan on increasing the awareness for 
these resources by including it in the New Student Orientation 
Sessions as well as create a Public Relations campaign to 
advertise such services.  

 

PROTEST POLICY 

We at UnScrew RU strongly oppose many of the amendments made in 
the updated policy regarding how protesting and marches can be enacted. 
We look forward to revoking such changes by: 

●  Coalescing with organizations and unions to urge the Board of 
Governors to immediately revoke such vague policies that threaten 
our first amendment rights. 

●  Make a coalition for all Rutgers student governments to serve as a 
united voice. 
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STUDENT INVOLVEMENT 

●  Student Involvement in organizations 
○  Rutgers University currently holds a massive Fall Involvement 

Fair but students who enroll in the Spring Semester often have a 
difficult time getting involved. If efforts to maximize student 
involvement, UnScrew RU will host a Spring Involvement Fair to 
offer new students more opportunities to get involved. 

○  Organization funding 
■   Solution: more organized budget, advocacy for proper 

budget spending from board of governors to invest in 
organizations 

■  Make allocations funding more transparent, students 
deserve to know where funds are allocated 

●  Advocate for a more expanded diversity core requirement for courses 
at Rutgers 

●  More prayer areas for religious needs of students. 
 

 

OFF CAMPUS AND COMMUTER INITIATIVES  
56% of the Rutgers student population are either off campus or 

commuters. There needs to be more involvement and therefore there needs 
to be more funding in regard to getting these students to be more involved on 
campus. We can work to achieve many initiatives like: 

●  Get Commuter lockers on Livingston, Busch, & Cook-Douglass 
campuses 

●  RCSA Commuter lounges for all campuses.  
●  Microwaves and conventional ovens in several places (libraries, 

student centers, lounges)  
●  Commuter program for appealing penalties in classes (ex: traffic and 

accidents) 
●  Bus route map for each stop 
●  Removing overnight parking restrictions 
●  Rename, recolor, parking lots 
●  Host RUSA sponsored events during finals or midterm season that 

offer food late at night for commuters that stay late studying 
●  Promote the KnightMover for night Commuters. 
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UNDOCUMENTED STUDENT IMMIGRANTS 

Rutgers University is one of the most diverse institutions of higher 
education in the country, and as such it has a large immigrant student 
population - many of whom are currently undocumented. We at UnScrew RU 
firmly believe in protecting the rights our undocumented students, and we 
are ready to take a strong stance in their favor. We aim to do this by: 

 

●  Working with UndocuRutgers and Rutgers One to lobby for a Clean 
Dream Act. We will accomplish this by organizing phone banks, as well 
as sending lobbying delegations to Trenton and Washington D.C. 

●  Expanding the access to sanctuary buildings to not only students but 
also to any relatives of undocumented students. Much like Rutgers 
University, New Brunswick itself is a very diverse city with a significant 
population of undocumented immigrants, many of whom are related to 
current undocumented students at Rutgers. Because of that, we intend 
to reach out the undocumented community by fostering and 
straightening connections to its local community centers, as well as 
with its local community leaders; 

●  The undocumented community in addition to a Clean Dream Act 
deserve sanctuary. Therefore, we will be organizing demands for 
sanctuary in the following order: 

○  Work with other New Jersey Universities on a state-wide 
resolution reminding Governor Phil Murphy to hold true to his 
campaign promise in making New Jersey a sanctuary state. 

○  Organize to make New Brunswick a sanctuary city through 
organized efforts of lobbying and direct action in unity with 
Rutgers One and UndocuRutgers as second priority 

○  Organize to make Rutgers a sanctuary campus following the 
model that Rutgers Newark implemented where they can be 
safely guaranteed from detainment by ICE or any other threat. 

■  Can be achieved through more shared governance with 
Rutgers Newark (especially through making a coalition for 
student governments of all three Rutgers campuses) as 
well-organized efforts with UndocuRutgers and Rutgers 
One through lobbying New Brunswick City 
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STUDENTS WITH CHILDREN 
 We at UnScrew RU are well aware that many of our students are 
parents or caretakers of small children. Indeed, we applaud the strength 
and fortitude of such students, for we know that studying at a college level 
while taking care of a child is not an easy task. As such, we are appalled by 
the lack of support that Rutgers University has hitherto shown to students 
with children, and we seek to remedy the situation by actively advocating 
for:  
 

●  Special Parking Passes for students with children  
●  The construction of Lactation Rooms 
●  Add syllabus requirement for professors read about awareness and 

resources for students with children 
●  Allowing early registration for students with children 
●  Creating a RUSA external representative for Rutgers Students with 

Children (RSWC), whose purpose would be to represent such students 
and advocate for their interests. 

 

 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
●  Add syllabus requirement for professors read about awareness and 

resources for international students 
●  Work to expand methods of inclusion for international students by 

creating an international student caucus within RUSA. 
●  Work to end stigma of language barriers especially in regard to CAPS, 

VPVA, Public Safety, etc through having students volunteer as 
translators.  

●  Create an external representative position for the International 
Students Association (ISA). 
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SHARED GOVERNANCE 
 RUSA currently does an incredible job in working with administrators 
as well as state legislators to advocate the interests of the student body. 
UnScrew RU will continue to voice student opinion and promote shared 
governance.  

●  Governor Phil Murphy has openly called for having a voting student 
representative on the board of governors. UnScrew RU will work with 
the SGA’s of Newark and Camden, to reach a tangible solution for a 
getting a voting student representative on the Board of Governors by: 

o Lobbying State Representatives and Senators. 
o Meeting with members of the Rutgers administration. 
o Work directly with the non-voting student representative 

to the Board of Governors to advocate for a voting seat.  
in order to bring a voting student representative to the Board of 
Governors.  

●  Creating a coalition for all three Rutgers campus student governments 
(New Brunswick, Newark, Camden) called Coalition of Rutgers 
University Student Government Associations (CRUSGA). CRUSGA is 
not an institution promoting bureaucracy, but rather holds two 
conferences (similar to ABTS) but for the three SGAs and works to 
discuss issues for university as a whole and exchange ideas. 

●  Add student representative positions for CAPS, VPVA, Public Safety, 
and RUPD. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION 
Rutgers University prides itself on being “Revolutionary.” In order to 

live up to such a standard, it is vital that UnScrew RU supports and 
encourages sustainable ideas and initiatives to improve and make 
meaningful impact. We plan to do so by: 

●  Increasing water refill stations throughout all of the Rutgers 
Campuses. 

●  Creating an External RUSA representative position for the Rutgers 
Sustainability Coalition (RSC). 

●  Working closely with students, faculty, administration, and staff in the 
creation of ROSE (Rutgers Office of Sustainable Engagement) under 
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Chancellor Dutta to ensure that the university operates under the UN 
Sustainable Development goals. 

●  Continuing to work on “Ban the Bag Initiative” which focuses on 
banning the single use plastic bags.  

 

 

 

MENTAL HEALTH 
 One in four adult Americans have a mental disability. Although the 
problem is clear, many still hold a strong stigma against obtaining the help 
that is desperately needed. As a student government, we will devote our time 
to do the following: 

 

●  Host fundraising events to help fund CAPS  
○  Partner with organizations who focus on mental health to create 

a major event on campus (ex: “Mental Health Walk”)   
●  Increase advocacy for awareness through a video series program 

where students share their struggles and where resources are 
actively publicized. 

●  Create a peer-mentorship program 
○  CAPS will train student volunteers and those who have been 

denied to caps can meet with these peer mentors and just talk.  
 

●  Mental health emergencies are on the rise and deeply affect our 
students every day. Training for emergencies related to mental health 
incidents is not a requirement for RUPD officers. In efforts to address 
this issue, we will: 

○  Create a student-led mental health emergency hotline through 
collaboration with CAPS and RUPD. RUPD will transfer mental 
health related calls to this new hotline where students who 
received CAPS training will be answering the calls. 

■  Work with the Executive Director of Public Safety to create 
and enforce mandatory trainings revolving mental health 
emergencies for all RUPD officers. 
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SEXUAL ASSAULT 
 Around one fifth of female college students are sexually assaulted on 
campus. That is objectively disturbing and reprehensible, which is why we at 
UnScrew RU are committed to upholding Title IX and addressing the 
nefarious problem that sexual assault on campus head-on. We aim to do this 
by: 

●  Promoting anonymous messaging features to VPVA and CAPS in 
regard to sexual assault incidents. 

●  Work to create a sexual assault prevention coalition of organizations 
or groups that want to work to end sexual violence on campus 
 
 
 
 

PUBLIC SAFETY 
 Although Rutgers University is an incredible institution, many times 
students feel unsafe on campus due to many reasons. In efforts to better 
protect our students, UnScrew RU has developed several initiatives detailed 
below.  

 

●  Better inform students of their rights and ways to protect themselves.  
●  Better inform students of resources such as the “Text to RUPD.” 
●  Better relations with department of public safety 
●  Increase lighting on-campus and off-campus. 

○  Increased reports show that students feel unsafe on and off 
campus due to a lack of lighting in certain areas. By 
implementing more lighting in these dark areas, students can 
feel secure on their walk to their destination.  

●  Increase RUSA involvement with the Rutgers Knights’ Watch Campus 
Safety Program.  

○  Advocate and increase awareness on what the program is and 
what its goals are.  

○  Work with Students Affairs to co-sponsor events related to the 
program.  
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●  Increase security throughout the streets of New Brunswick.  
○  As commuters and off campus students make up a large 

percentage of the student population, UnScrew RU is devoted to 
ensuring that each individual feels safe on the streets of New 
Brunswick. We will do so by working closing with RUPD as well 
as NBPD to increase patrol on the streets of New Brunswick after 
dark, particularly near the train station as well as off-campus 
housing areas.  

 

TRANSPORTATION 
●  Work with the Department of Transportation to provide more accurate 

bus times via the Rutgers app. 
●  Advocate for more bus funding through lobbying to the Department of 

Transportation as well as the Board of Governors.  
●  Advocate for an increase in the use of alternative transportation 

methods, such as the “Bicycle Share Program.”  
 

 

GREEK RELATIONS 
 Greek-life has become a vital part of the college experience here at 
Rutgers University. It is a channel for students to give back to the community 
as well as grow into stronger, more well-rounded individuals. Although 
there are many benefits to such an organization, incidents around the 
country today have sparked questions about the culture surrounding Greek 
life. UnScrew RU is devoted to ensuring that all student constituencies are 
represented and cared for.  

 

●  Expand the Midnight Snack Initiative by involving Greek organizations 
in the entire process.  

●  Creating a safer party culture 
○  Promoting safe drinking habits in efforts to prevent and reduce 

trips to the hospital. 
●  Create an ad hoc committee to work with Greek life organizations as 

well as OFSA to make Rutgers Greek life a safer and more inclusive for 
all students; non-Greeks and Greeks. 
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Contact Us! 
  

This is a movement built by students, for students. Join the 
movement by keeping us updated and contact us with any 

questions, concerns, or any other kind of inquiry. 
 
 

 

  unscrewru@gmail.com 

 

 

 

  www.facebook.com/UnScRU 

 

 

 

   @unscrewru 

 

 

 

 @UnScrewRU 

 

 

 


